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Storage Solutions

Virtual Storage Platform (VSP): The building wave of nextgeneration applications requires that your data centres be
incredibly responsive, agile, accessible and automated. The only
way to keep up with this change in business needs is a shift to flash
storage:
VSP F Series: All-flash. VSP F series brings together all-flash storage
and the simplicity of built-in automation software
VSP G Series: Hybrid flash. G series lets you deliver maximum agility
in your infrastructure, while eliminating complexity.

Eternus: Combining leading performance architecture with automated quality of service
management Fujitsu Storage solutrions align storage resources with business priorities,
thus enabling higher system utilization and delivering increased system consolidation
capabilities and a faster ROI.
Eternus AF Series: All Flash storage
Eternus AB Series: NVMe ready all-flash storage
Eternus AX Series: A collection of unified and massively scale-out all-flash storage
Eternus DX Series: A seamless family of Hybrid Storage
Eternus HB series: NVMe ready hybrid storage systems with performance and efficiency
of block storage systems
Eternus HX series: A collection of unified and scale-out hybrid storage

Enterprise Storage Solutions: Infinidat’s technology foundation delivers data storage
solutions with high availability, exceptional performance, and the lowest possible
TCO at multi-petabyte scale.
Infinibox:
Enterprise storage that enables competitive advantage at multipetabyte scale
Infiniguard: Achieve petabyte-scale data protection with lightning-fast recovery
Infinisync:
Synchronous Replication over infinite distance with zero-data-loss
Neutrix :
Sovereign storage as a service that elevates data across your public
clouds

Lenovo Storage: Easy to manage, simple to scale, always available. Lenovo offers
enterprise-grade storage solutions. Our products adapt to your growing virtual
environments, fit into your existing budget, and ensure data is ready when you need
it.
Unified Storage
ThinkSystem DM Series: All-Flash Array. Next-generation flash and hybrid flash
storage—redefining high-performance, flexibility, reliability, and security.
Storage-Area Network
ThinkSystem DE Series: All-flash and hybrid-flash arrays
Fibre Channel Switches: Foundation for high-performance fibre channel
connectivity
IP SAN Switches: Ethernet storage switches for efficient IP clustering.
Direct Attached Storage
Lenovo D1224 Direct Attached Storage: Start with one JBOD, and daisy-chain.
Redundant, NEBS compliant.
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